Leading innovators of amber craftsmanship

Amber As a
Modern Accent

create our jewellery: Baltic, Caribbean,
Ruby and Sapphire. Each of them has
a distinct colour and familiar variations
of it. Both the usual yellow Baltic amber,
the unexpectedly green Caribbean, the
intense-red Ruby or the deep-blue
Sapphire amber can become the modern
detail that will add character to the looks
of a contemporary person.

Rushing is a natural state of the modern
human. It can be counterbalanced by
looking for new ways to immortalize
moments. To capture an emotion, an
achievement or a relationship with those
dear to us. For that we use amber that
has been immortalized by the nature over
millions of years.
We use four different types of amber to
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Innovations
in Ref lecting
The Histor y

The other one is Caribbean amber that
started forming 10 million years ago in the
Caribbean. Its unique deep green colour is
best revealed after cleaning and polishing.

Two types of raw material reaches the
hands of our experts. First one being
the Baltic amber, found in the Baltic sea
where it has spent 50 million years. It
is distinguished by a variety of colours
– from pure white to as clear as honey.
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methods helped us evoke striking changes
in amber colour. This is how the intensered Ruby or the deep-blue Sapphire amber
– the amber types we later named Precious
– were born.

Inspired by the story of the gift of the
Amber Room the Russian ruler Peter I
received in the 18th century, we wanted
to reproduce the technology it’s creators
used and obtain unconventional amber
colours.
Innovative
manufacturing
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Leadership Inspired
by Enthusiasm

We often call ourselves enthusiasts. We
oversee every step of the process, that
is why we are familiar with amber in all
its stages – from raw material to precise
jewellery. We experiment and create
innovative ways of processing amber while
maintaining its natural origin.

We are responsible partners who care
about maintaining long-term relationships.
Amber has been the axis of our business
for almost 30 years.
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Our
Products

Many variations of design

variation catalogue that consists of classic
timeless shapes and the modern variations
that complement them each year. Over
the 30 years we’ve spent in our workshop,
amber has turned into 20 000 different
necklaces, rosaries, bracelets, earrings,
rings and brooches.

For almost thirty years we’ve been
creating amber jewellery and accessories.
Through experimenting and taking into
account the needs of our clients we’ve
prepared an exceptionally vast design
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Unique pieces

source of inspiration. The objects can
be both intricate, expressive sculptures
or sculptures that resemble the shapes
of nature as well as pieces of jewellery
that require a lot of scrupulousness, for
example engraving which our special
clients value so much.

Aside from our main collection, we
are proud of our unique pieces: amber
sculptures, made to become an expressive
interior detail. They are created by
various artists who see amber as a great
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Colours of
Amber
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B a lt i c A m b e r

Caribbean Amber

This type of amber comes from the Baltic
region and can be up to 50 million years
old. It can be recognized from the classic
colours of brown, lemon yellow, cognac
and honey. Even though seven colours are
most prevalent, this amber can be found in
up to 250 shades.

This type of amber can have various green
colour shades, that’s why its natural colours
may seem rather different. This is caused
by the effect of amber forming in similar
yet at the same time different natural
environments. The name suggests this
amber comes from the Caribbean region –
its history can be up to 10 million years old.

Pr e ci o u s A m b e r C o l o u r s: Ru by a n d S a p p h i r e
The basis of these special colours is the
amber that was processed with the help of
a technology which we created inspired by
a story of the Amber Room the Russian
ruler Peter I received as a gift in the

18th century. We managed to recreate
this technological process and obtain a
deep red colour. And by adding natural
pigments extracted from local flowers,
amber is turned blue.
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Some
Facts
started our work
“ We
almost 30 years ago

and we’re already the
second generation of
this family business.
Over these years
we’ve managed to
become an inspiring
example of a successful
business growth in the
Lithuanian market.

”

Our team is made of more than 100 people. We
have four offices – two of them are in Tokyo and
Osaka, one in Istanbul, Turkey while our main
office, together with the manufacturing center,
is located in Kaunas, the second largest city of
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30

Every year we
visit around
30 expositions
worldwide.
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Let’s Talk

By Email
sales@amberbymazukna.com

By Phone
+370 37 452580

Mob/WhatsApp
+370 676 37502

M o r e A b o u t Us
www. amberbymazukna.com
facebook.com/amberbymazukna
instagram.com/amber_by_mazukna

